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Abstract 
A graph is called a p-polyp if it consists of p simple paths of the same length and one 
endvertex of all these paths is a common vertex. The Polyp Packing problem is a generalization 
of the well-known Bin Packing problem: How to pack a set of paths with different lengths to a 
set of polyps edge disjointly? It is proved that the Polyp Packing problem is NP-complete and 
that a modification of the First-Fit algorithm gives a reasonable approximation. 
Kqwmd~: Bin Packing problem; First Fit algorithm; Packing of paths 
AMS rlussifkution: 68Q25; 68RlO 
1. Introduction 
We will use the standard terminology of graph theory through the paper, but a few 
terms have multiple meanings in general so they are defined next. 
Let G, HI, H2,. Hk be simple graphs on the disjoint vertex sets V(G), V( HI ), V( H? ), 
t > V(Hk ). An e&ye disjoint embedding of HI , . . , Hi into G is a mapping ,f‘ : V( G ) - 
U V:=,(H,) such that if u and u are adjacent vertices of H,, then ,f‘(u) and .f’(tl) are ad- 
jacent in G. (Note that u # u does not imply f(u) # f(c).) A vertex disjoint rmbrdding 
of HI,. , Hk into G is an edge disjoint embedding for which u # P implies ,f(~) # ,f’( 1.). 
The phrase, path, usually refers to a subgraph of a graph but in the present paper it will 
refer to the simple graph which is a path itself. So a simple path qf‘length s refers to 
the graph with vertex set {co,L’~ ,..., E,~} and edge set {{u~,c~},{~~,L’~} ,..., {~;~_~.r,}}. 
Both of the following problems may be considered as a generalization of the Bin 
Packing problem [3]: Given a simple path P, a set of simple paths possibly with 
many different lengths and a positive integer K. Is it possible to embed all the paths 
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Edge &joint problem \rcrtcx disjoint prothn 
Fig. I 
edge/vertex disjointly into K copies of P? (In the edge disjoint case, the embedded 
path may contain a vertex more than once, but each edge only once.) 
Katona generalized this question: Given a graph G, a set of simple paths possibly 
with many different lengths and a positive integer K, is it possible to embed all the 
paths edge/vertex disjointly into K copies of G? 
The vertex disjoint problem is equivalent to the Bin Packing problem if G has a 
Hamiltonian path. The edge disjoint problem is equivalent to the Bin packing problem 
if G has an Eulerian path. 
In the present paper, this question is investigated in a special case when the given 
graph is a polyp. A graph is called p-polyp if it consists of p simple paths of the 
same length and one endvertex of all these paths is a common vertex-the center of 
the polyp. The paths attached to the center are called urms. These problems are called 
edge/vertex disjoint Polyp Packing problems. (The phrase polyp is the comprehensive 
name of the “central symmetric” sea animals which have 2 3 arms or legs. Thus an 
8-polyp is an octopus. This might be incorrect in zoology but more or less matches 
the mathematical terminology.) Obviously if the given graph is a p-polyp then the 
problem is called p-Polyp Packing. The main difference between the edge and vertex 
disjoint case is that several packed paths may contain edges of two different arms of 
a polyp but only one path in the second case. Note that there is no such difference 
if p= 3 since in both the edge and vertex disjoint cases only one path may contain 
edges of two different arms (see Fig. 1). 
The length of a path or arm is the number of its edges, as usual. On the other hand, 
because of the similarity to the Bin Packing problem, the size of a path or an arm 
refers to its length. 
First, it is proved that both Polyp Packing problems are also NP-complete like the 
original Bin Packing problem. Then, we consider a variant of the First-Fit algorithm 
and determine how many more polyps are needed to pack the paths with the First-Fit 
algorithm than with the optimal packing in the edge disjoint case. Some of the proofs 
are similar to the proofs in Johnson et al. [3] which proves similar theorems about the 
original Bin Packing problem. In a forthcoming paper similar results will be presented 
in the vertex disjoint case which looks harder to prove. 
2. NP-completeness 
Theorem 1. Both the edge and vertex disjoint p-Pol~~ Puckinq pvohltvns NW XP- 
complete for un)l given p 3 3. 
Proof. First of all it is trivial that both problems are in NP, since one can check the 
validity of a given packing in polynomial time. 
Edcqe disjoint use: We transform Bin Packing to p-Polyp Packing. If in the Bin 
Packing problem we consider only integer size items and a “large” integer size bin 
instead of rational size items, the problem remains NP-complete, trivially. There is no 
real difference if odd integer size bins are not allowed. 
So we really transform this restricted problem into the Polyp Packing problem. There 
are two cases depending on the parity of p. In the first case p is odd. Let the given 
set of integer sizes be ui,a2,. ,a,, the size of the bin is 2s and the integer in the 
question is K. We create a set of paths with lengths ai, ~2.. : a, then add (p - 1 )K:2 
copies of a 4s long path. So there are t + (p - 1 )K/2 paths. We will show that it is 
possible to pack the t items into K bins of size 2s if and only if one can pack these 
paths into K copies of a p-polyp with 2s long arms. If the items are packed into K 
bins then first put (p - 1)/2 paths of length 4s into each of the K polyps. The paths 
which corresponds to the contents of the i’s bin clearly can be packed to arm of the 
i’s polyp which must remain uncovered. 
If the set of the above given paths are packed into K polyps then each poiyp must 
contain exactly (p - 1)/2 paths of length 4s and one arm must contain paths with total 
size not more than 1. The items which corresponds to these paths may be packed to a 
separate bin. 
The second case is the even p. A set of paths is created as before, paths with length 
ai, a?, , uI and additionally (p - 2)K/2 paths of length 2s but the arms of the polyp 
now have length s. 
If it is possible to pack the t items into K bins of size 2s, then it is easy to see 
that one can pack the above set of paths into K p-polyps with arm length s. (p - 2)‘2 
paths of size 2s are put into the first polyp and the paths corresponding the content of 
the first bin are put into the remaining space in the first polyp, etc. 
On the other hand, let us show that if one can pack the items into K p-polyps, 
then there is a packing into K bins of size 2s. Delete the arms containing one of 
the paths of the additional paths with size 2s, clearly 2K arms remains. These arms 
contain all the paths which corresponds to the sizes al .a?, ,a,. Now a matching is 
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made between these arms. If there is path which has a part in two different arms, these 
arms are matched. The remaining arms of a polyp can be matched arbitrarily. It is 
clear that exactly K pairs are obtained in this way. So put the items corresponding to 
the contents of one pair to one bin. 
Vertex disjoint cuse: Let the given set of integer sizes be al, al,. . . , a,, the size of 
the bin be s and the integer in question is K. A set of paths with lengths al ~ 1, a2 - 1, 
. ..) a, - 1 is created, K copies of a path with length s and (p - 2)K copies of a path 
with length s - 1 is added to this set. 
First, it is proved that if the items can be packed into K bins of size .s, then there 
is a packing of the above paths into K p-polyps with arm size s. Put one path of 
size s to the first polyp so that it covers one arm, thus the endvertex of it will cover 
the center of the polyp. Then we put p - 2 paths of size s - 1 to the other arms, 
the only way for this is when each of them covers all vertices of an other arm. Fi- 
nally, the paths corresponding to the contents of the first bin will fit into the remaining 
arm of the first polyp vertex disjointly. Then this procedure is repeated with each 
polyp. 
To complete the proof it must be shown that if there is a packing of the above 
paths into K p-polyps, then we can pack the items to K bins of size s. It is clear 
that if there is a packing of the paths to the polyps, then there is exactly one path 
of size s in every polyp. This path must cover the center. It is also possible that 
it covers vertices in two different arms, but the paths in these two arms contain at 
most s vertices. Therefore, we may assume that it covers one arm completely and 
the center, and the other paths are in a separate arm. A path of size s - 1 can be 
only in an arm alone. Thus the paths corresponding to the items are packed into K 
different arms. So the content of one arm goes simply to one bin and the proof is 
complete. 0 
3. Worst case of First Fit 
Let us define the algorithm which will be investigated. 
Let the p polyps be indexed as 9, Pz,. ., initially each empty. The arms of fl are 
also indexed Ai, I,. , Ai, p. The paths 11,12,. . , I, will be placed in that order. To place 
li, we try to put it into Al,, so that it completely fits into it. If it is not possible we try 
to put it into A 1,~ and so on. If we find an arm which is not “full” we put li to this 
arm as far as possible from the center. If all the arms of Pl are “full”, we try to put 
l; to Al,, and Al,2 so that li will contain the center of PI and Al,, is filled completely. 
Then we try to put it into A I,, and A 1.3 and so on, we continue using the lexicographic 
order of the pair of arms. If 1; does not fit to PI, we move on to 9, etc. 
This is called the First-Fit algorithm. The number of polyps needed to pack a set L 
of paths is denoted by FF,(L), while the number of polyps in an optimal packing is 
OP7;,(L). The set of paths may be viewed in the First-Fit algorithm like a list since 
it gives us the order of the paths in the First-Fit algorithm. So L really denotes this 
I37 
list while IL1 denotes the number of paths in the list. One more notation: 
FF,,(L) 
R,, = lim ~ 
i/,1+X OP7;,(L)’ 
To make computations easier, from now on, the arm length of the polyp will be the 
“unity”. This means that every length will be divided by s, the number of edges in 
one arm of a polyp. Thus, the arm of the polyp will have length one and the lengths 
of the paths will be rational numbers between 0 and 2. For example, a path of length 
217 originally had length 2s/7. 
4. Even number of arms 
Theorem 2. If’ p 3 4 is ~utw tlzrn fbr cwr:l~ list L 
W,>(L) < OP$(L); + 4. 
Proof. The proof was inspired by the work of Johnson et al. [3]. They defined a weight 
function on the items. We denote their function now by W’(x). We use a similar weight 
function W(x) on the paths (Fig. 2). In fact, 
Explicitly, 
Id/( lop) 
‘/P 
LL 
NSp) 
Fig. 2. 
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This means that 
w 1 -2’ 0 3 -ps w 2 -21 0 3 _p2’ W(1) = 5;. 
First, we are going to prove few lemmas. These are also similar to the ones in [3] 
but sometimes more complex. 
Lemma 1. Let a polyp be jilled with puths 11,12,. . , I,. Then 
t 
c W(lj) < ;. 
i=l 
Proof. If a polyp is filled with the above paths, then some of the paths may cover 
some parts of two arms of the polyp. If this is the case, then these two arms are called 
paired. We define a complete matching on the arms. If there are some paired arms, 
they will be pairs in the matching too. The number of unpaired arms must be even 
since the number of arms is even. An arbitrary matching can be made between the 
leftover arms. In this way, a pair of arms filled with some paths is exactly the same 
as a bin filled with some items. But the size of the two arms is 2 here so if we want 
the bin to be size 1 then we must have items of size half of the corresponding path. 
It is proved in [3] that if a bin of size 1 is filled with items 61, bz, . . , b, then 
m 
c W’(bj) < ;. 
z=I 
Let hl , , h, denote the lengths of paths put in a specific pair of arms. Here bi = hi/2, 
so in one pair of arms 
5 W(hi) = 2 % W’(bi) < is. 
i=I i=l 
There are exactly p/2 pairs of arms so if we sum the weights in all pairs we obtain 
Let us define the coarseness of a polyp. The coarseness of the polyp Pd is the largest 
%d such that after completing the First-Fit algorithm an additional path of size ‘xd would 
fit to some polyp with smaller index than d. The coarseness of PI is 0. Therefore, if 
the First-Fit algorithm puts a path of size 1 to polyp Pd then I> Ed. Note that &j could 
be different if a different set of paths were packed with the First-Fit algorithm. It really 
corresponds to the subset of the paths that are packed to the first d - 1 polyps. 
Lemma 2. Let a polyp Pd of coarseness ad < 1 be jlled with paths 1, > 12 3 . . 3 It 
with the completed First-Fit algorithm. If cf=, W(li) < 1, then ad+] > Ed. 
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2/P 
14/( 1 Op) 
I/P 
1 
/ ,0’ .y 
Fig. 3 
Proof. Unfortunately, it is not so easy to use the lemmas of [3] to prove the present 
lemma like in the previous case. Here we have to go through all the cases, again. Start 
with an observation which is used in each case. 
There must be a pair of arms in Pd where the sum of the weights is less then 2.‘~ 
otherwise the overall weight sum should be over 1 since there are p/2 pairs. Let .rl 
denote this pair of arms and bl, bz, , b,,, the paths in it. If there is a path of size over 
1 in A, then the weight sum in this pair would be larger than 2/p. So all paths in .4 
are at most 1. We will show in each case that a path of size larger than x,1 tits into 
this pair of arms substantiating our claim that x,/-l > x,/. 
Crrsr 1: x,/ < ;. 
For the proof it is sufficient to use the following lower estimate of W(x) in (0. I]. 
which clearly follows from the definition and may be seen in Fig. 3: 
In this way 
is obtained which implies 
This means that the empty space in this pair of arms is larger than f If the paths arc 
packed with the First-Fit algorithm, then a new path is always placed such that one 
of its endvertex is the endvertex of some earlier placed path except if it is placed into 
an empty arm. Anyway it is clear that there may not be two separated empty parts in 
a pair of arms. Thus, the previous inequality shows that a path of size > f will tit to 
this polyp. Since !xd < f this gives that xd+l >Q. 
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By the definition of coarseness it is known that bi > xd > f holds for all bi. Suppose 
there are q paths of size in (i, $1 and Y paths of size in (t, 11. The sets of these paths 
are denoted by Q and R, respectively. The following inequalities are clearly true: 
c 10 q-7” b;<(;+6- Jj Cbi. 
A Q 
So the empty space in A is more than 
,S=f+y+fxbi. 
Q 
It will be proved that S > ad. 
Our first observation is that bi > xc1 implies 
In the case q 2 2, one can verify that the trivial inequality 
implies s > c(d. 
It is easy to see that 0 d r < 1, otherwise, the weight sum in A would be at least 
2/p since W ($) = + $. So there are only a few cases left. 
If q = 0 and Y = 0 or r = 1 then a paths of size 1 fits clearly into A. If q = 1 and 
Y = 0 then, again, a path of size 1 fits into A. If q = 1 and Y = 1 then 
since f 3 ixd. 
Case 3: $ < Ed. 
This is the easiest part. If there is at most one path in A it must be at most 1, 
therefore a path of size 1 fits into A. On the other hand, if there are two paths then 
the weight sum is at least 2/p since both paths must be over f by the definition of x,/ 
and W’(f) =$i. 0 
Proof. Suppose that x,i_i <q + $bd. Then no path of length ~~1 + i/J, can fit to 
I;‘, when the list of paths L was packed to the polyps with the First-Fit algorithm, 
A modified list L’ will be created in the following way. Some of the paths in c, will 
bc cnlargcd. 
It is possible that some of the paths cover vertices from two different arms. These 
tuo arms will be called paired, again. In a pair of arms, the empty part is “together” 
because the First-Fit algorithm was used to pack the paths. Let e denote the length 
of the empty part. This empty part does not contain the center, so it is contained in 
one arm completely. This arm contains a part of the path which covers the center and 
it must contain some paths which are as far from the center as possible. Let h, be 
the closest path to the center among the latter paths, This path will be enlarged. let 
h:, = h,. + min( $/j(,. e). III this way the size of this empty part decreases by $/j~ or it 
becomes 0. 
There may be some unpaired arms also. The empty part in these arms are attached 
to the center and all paths in the arms are as far from the center as possible. (Them 
must be at least one path in each arm.) Let ei > e2 2 2 eh be the sizes of the 
empty parts in the unpaired arms, h, the closest path to the center in arm A,. By 
our assumption x,/ + i/1(, >ei. If ei <Q + &/I;, then let h: =h, + min( $/&.r,) for 
all i. If PI 3 x,/ + &/& then &/$, >ez > q > t. holds since ri + q <Q - :a,. Let 
/?i =hi +min(~/i,, -q.ei) and h:=h; fr, for i=2,3.....k. 
The modified list L’ = h’,, hi,. _. is obtained by replacing the above paths by the 
enlarged paths. If L’ is packed with the First-Fit algorithm, then every path will get 
the same place as the corresponding path in L, because no path fits to an earlier place 
(therefore r,/ does not change), but every path fits to its “old” place. On the other 
hand. it is easy to see that after packing L’ there will not be enough empty space to 
insert an additional path of size > rd. 
The slope of W’ in the interval (0, l] is at most 3 $ and the sum of the enlargements 
is < ! s/i,,. Hence, 
is obtained. Therefore, L’ would be a counter example to Lemma 2 which is a contra- 
diction. 
The proof is similar if r,/ + i/$, > 1. 1, 
Now, WC are prepared to complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let Qr,. . , Qf denote the polyps for which xi=, W(bj) = 1 - bi 
holds with /Ii >0 in the First-Fit algorithm in the same order as they appear in the list 
of polyps. The other polyps have weight sum at least 1. Let yi be the coarseness of Qj. 
(yi is used here to make clear that it is not 8’s coarseness.) Suppose 1 < yf-1 < ye-. 
Consequently all paths in Qf-1 are larger than 1, therefore, all paths have weight 2/p. 
Hence, the number of paths in Qf-1 is < p/2 - 1 since the weight sum is less than 1. 
This means that there must be a completely empty pair of arms. Therefore, Qf-1 must 
be the last nonempty polyp, since any further path would fit to Qf_ 1. This contradicts 
our assumption. Hence yr < . < ~f-1 < 1. 
Lemma 3 and the definition of coarseness imply 
yi+l >yi+$flj for 1 <i<f-2. 
As &,,& < 1 thus 
holds. 
Summing the weights for all paths 11, . . . , I, in L 
FF,,G--f 
FF,(L)-4d C l+&lbfii< eW(lj) 
i=l i=l j=l 
is obtained. Finally, applying Lemma 1 we conclude 
FF,(L) < 2 W(l,) + 4 d OPT,(L); + 4, 
i=l 
completing the proof. 0 
Theorem 3. If the arm size of’ the polyp is suitably 
any large enough M such that OPT,(L) 3 M and 
FF,(L) > 1.6904~OZV&). 
large, there exists a list L for 
Proof. Let N be a positive integer divisible by 42 and let e be a suitably small rational 
number. The list of paths denoted by L consists of the following regions of paths in 
the order of appearance 
(a) NpJ2 paths of size & - 38, 
(b) Np/2 paths of size 5 + a, 
(c) Np/2 paths of size i + E, 
(d) Np/2 paths of size 1 + E. 
If these paths are packed with the First-Fit algorithm then p,i2 pairs of arms of the 
first N.‘42 polyps will contain 42 paths of region (a). The coarseness of the next polyp 
will be 42 3;: which is chosen small enough to exclude that one of the later coming 
paths could tit in. Namely, 42 3r: < $ -t J: must be true. In this way all the paths in 
region (b) will go to later polyps. Exactly 3 will fit to the first arm, then 3 to the 
second etc. and after all arms are filled there is not enough place in the center fog 
another one. This makes 3p in one polyp. Thus region (b) will fill up N/6 polyps. The 
coarseness of the next polyp will be ; -~ 21: so no later paths will fit into these polyps. 
In the same way, region (c) will fill up S/2 polyps. Finally, only one path of size 
1 + i: may fit into every pair of arms in each polyp. This occupies N more polyps. In 
this way 
1 3N.1.6904 
polyps were needed to pack these paths. 
The optimal packing of the list L packs one path of each region 
This packing is optimal since the sum of the sizes of the paths is 
the sizes of the polyps. rl 
to one pair of arms. 
equal to the sum of 
The author conjectures that FI$(L) 3 I.70PTP(L) can be proved. It is easy to in- 
prove the above construction with the paths 1 + G, 3 + c, $ + I:, & + x, & + i:, but 
the improvement is only about 0.001 in the ratio, so this method does not prove the 
conjecture. On the other hand. the following matching conjecture can be made. 
Corzjrctuw. If the arm size of the polyp is suitably large there exists a list L for any 
large enough M such that OPT,,(L) 3 M and 
Q(L) > I .7 OPT,,(L). 
5. Odd number of arms 
This method is almost the same as in the case of even arms but the arm without 
a pair makes some differences here. The more arms, the less difference. For example, 
if p = 3 the difference is quite big. But for p = 1001 the results are very close to the 
even case. 
FE;(L) ,< OPT,(L) 
7p’ + 6p ~ 1 
lop2 - 2p 1 +4 
For some values of p this gives 
R, < 1.807, R9 < 1.783, R, , < I .768, RIS < 1.750, R, < 1.7 
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W(x) 
WP- 1) 
1 
o- 
(7p- 1 MpGp- I )I 
1 /’ 
l/P 
2/(Sp-I) 
11 
Fig. 4. 
Proof. The weight function used in this case is the following (Fig. 4): 
i 
6x 5p-I if O<X d f, 
1 
9p-3x-L 
W(x) = 
P(5P-1) P(5P-1) 
if f 6x6 +, 
P-1 
&x+- P(5PF1) if i <x< 1, 
I 2 p-1 if 1 <x d 2. 
This implies 
w 0 f 2 =- 
5p - 1’ 
w 0 3 & W(l)= 7p-1 
P P(5P - 1)’ 
The lemmas needed for the proof are very similar to the even case. 
Lemma 4. Let some polyp be filled with paths 11,12,. . , I,. Then 
- W(li) 1 + 1 d + 7p2 6p 
i=l 2~(5~- 1) . 
Proof. If a polyp is filled by the above paths, then some of the paths may cover some 
parts of two arms of the polyp. If this is the case, then these two arms are called paired 
arms. A maximal matching may be defined on the arms. If there are some paired arms, 
they will be pairs in the matching, too. The number of unpaired arms must be odd 
since the number of arms is odd. An arbitrary matching is made between the leftover 
arms missing only one arm. This arm is called the left arm. 
Let us first consider a pair of arms. If there is a path of size b such that $ <b < 1 
then replace it with two paths, one with size i and one with size b - $. The weight 
sum in the polyp was not changed by this modification because, the slope of the weight 
function is the same in (0, f] and in [$, 11. Hence it may be supposed that there are 
no path of size in range (f, l] in the polyp. If there are two paths of size 61 d b2 d f 
then they are replaced with a single path of size bl + b2. In this way the weight sum 
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of the polyp may increase but cannot decrease. Therefore, it can be assumed that there 
are at most one path smaller than f in every pair of arms. These replacements can be 
made in the left arm also, so the assumptions hold there too. 
First, it will be proved that the following inequality holds in a pair of arms A: 
c W(h) d 
‘I 
2+ p;p;ll)=u, 
P-1 
Let m be the number of paths in A. It is easy to see that m < 6. 
m = 1: The maximum weight of a path is 2/( p - 1) < U 
m =2: If hl > 1, then h? < 5 thus 
2 
W(bl) + W(h) d - +1<c’. 
P-l P 
m=3:lfhl>l and$>,hz>i>bi,then 
c W(h) f 
A 
&+w(;)+w(;)=“. 
If by > 1 and $ 2 h2 3 63 3 i, then b2 + b? < 1 SO 
c - W(h) P-l = ---+(bz+bj)---------- 2 9p 3 
,I P-1 p(5p -- 1) 
2 
P(5P- 1) 
2 
< 
P-1 
+ 7p-1 
p(5p - 1) 
= u. 
c 2 W(h) < 3W 5 <u. 
:I 0 
m=4: If bl > 1, then i 3 bl > b3 3 f and f >bq. Thus, 
c Wb,)=z+(b2+bd 9p-3 -2 p-’ +bq 6 -- .A P-1 p(5p 1) P(5P - 1) 5p - 1 
2 9p - 3 
= ---+(b2+b3+b4) 
P-l P(5P - 1) 
-2 p-1 
P(5P - 1) 
-b 3p-3 _,(/ 
4P(5p-l) - 
since bz + b3 + b4 < 1 and b4 3 0. 
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If f 3 61 3 b2 3 b3 3 64 3 f, then 
c W’(h) = (h + b2 + b3 + bd)p;p-3,) - 4p;p-_1,) 
A 
< 2 9p-3 
’ P(5P- 1) 
-4 p-l <u 
P(5P - 1) ’ 
since this inequality is equivalent to the trivial 1 <3p2 + 6~. 
If $ 3 61 3 b2 3 b3 3 i >bh, then 
CW(bi)=(bl +h2+b?)p~p~31) -3 pp_11) +b,& 
A 
= (h + b2 + 63 + h) ,~p~31 > - 3 P(;P-_l, > - b4 p;p-31 ) < u, 
sinceb1+b:!+b~+b4<2,bq>Oand 1<p4+4p. 
m = 5: If bl > 1, then three of the four other paths must be at least f because there 
is only one path smaller than i. This is a contradiction. The rest of the cases can 
be proved with exactly the same argument as the corresponding cases in the previous 
paragraph. 
m = 6: Only one case is possible: f 3 bl 3 . 3 bs > i 3 bb. This can be proved 
in the same way as above. 
It remained to prove that in the left arm A/ 
holds. Let 1 - E be the sum of the sizes in A/. If E > 0, then suppose that the inequality 
does not hold and that there is a pair of arms A that contain the same paths as in At 
and an additional path bo of length > 1, then 
c 2 W(bi) > - 7p-1 =u 
A P-l + P(5P- 1) ’ 
a contradiction to the previous case. Therefore, the inequality is true for any E > 0. The 
weight function is continuous in (0, l] therefore, it must be also true for c = 0. 
To finish the proof of the lemma notice that there are (p - 1)/2 pairs of arms and 
one left arm, thus 
7p - 1 7p - 1 
P(5P - 1) 1 + P(5P - 1) - 1 7~’ + 6~ - 1 _ + 2~(5~- 1) q 
Lemma 5. Let u polyp Pd of coarseness ad < 1 be jilled with paths 1, 3 l2 3 . 2 1, 
with the completed First-Fit algorithm. If p 3 7 and C:=, w(li>< 1, then Q+, >zd, 
W(X) 
2/(p- I) 9 
(7p-l)l[p(Sp- Ill 
‘/P //’ 
/’ 
lLL 
/’ 
.’ 
xsp-I) 
Fig. 5 
Proof. Let A be the pair of arms where the weight sum is minimal among the pairs. 
Suppose that no path of size > rrl fits to the polyp & after completing the First-Fit 
algorithm, therefore such a path does not fit neither to .4 nor to the left arm ‘4,. It will 
be proved in each case that this implies 
a contradiction. 
If there is a path of size > 1 in A then 
holds, Since a path of size > I cannot fit to A, it may be assumed that there is no 
path > I in the polyp. 
It is easy to see in Fig. 5 that W(x) 3 &.x holds in (0, I]. 
Therefore, 
c 6 6 W(h,)>(2 - CQ- 5p - 1 and c ~ 
./I :I 
W(h) > (1 -w+_ , 
holds, since the sum of the lengths must be >(2 - r,~) in A and > ( I ~ Q) in .4,. 
All the other pairs have weight sums at least as much as A, so 
holds. It is easy to see that this is at least 1 if xc/ < f , a contradiction. 
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Let m be the number of paths in A and k the number of paths in Al. Clearly, 
1 < m < 5 and 1 6 k < 2. Let bl > . 3 b, denote the paths in A and al 3 . . > ak 
(k > 1) the paths in Al. 
m = 1: In this case bl > 1, since otherwise a path of size > ad would fit into A, and 
this case is proved above. 
m=2: If bl > 62 > 5, then 
2 W(li) 3 
i=I 
[ &(bi +M+2P(;P-_‘l) 
> &(2 - rd) +2pc;p-_11j 1 
I P-l - + W(Ql> 2 
P-1 
2 + 
9p - 3 
P(5P - uXd 
P-1 -3p= + 12p - 3 
_p(5p- 1) = P(5P - 1) 
7~2 -9~+2 > 1. 
ad+ p(5p-1) ’ 
Since bi + bz > 2 - ad and al > ad, the coefficient of ad is negative if p 3 3 and ud < z. 
If bl > : 3 b2>c(d>i, then 
> L(2 - 
5p - 1 
?d) + p~p;31jad 1 9 + W(ad) 3 1 
using the same observations as before. 
If f >bl > bz, then a path of size > c(d fits to A which is a contradiction. 
m=3: If bl =bz=bJ, then 
if p 3 3. 
The case 61 B b2 2 f > b3 > ud can be proved exactly like the case m = 2, b, > i > 
b2 >md. 
If bl 3 $>bz > b3>Cld, then 
& W(li) 2 [&bl + p~p~31~(h +h- p:[_‘l)] q f w(ad) 
i=l 
= $$h +h+h)+ 
[ 
p;p~31)(b:+h~- ‘-’ 
P(5P - 1) I 
P-l 
x- + w(xd)> 
2 [ 
&(2 - ad) + p;;p-_31)(2ad) 
P-l 
I 
P-l 
_p(5p-1) 2 +5p-1 
6(1 - %d) 
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holds, since c:=, ai > 1 -ad and W(X) 3 6x/(5p - 1 ) holds in (0, I] (see Fig. 5.). The 
coefficient of XJ is positive in this expression, so it takes its minimum if rri = k. It is 
easy to check that the expression is 3 I in this case if p 3 3. 
]f 5 > hl 2 h2 > hj > ‘;(d 3 f . then 
2 W(I,) a [ p;p_31 ) (61 + b2 + 63 ) - 3 p x,.’ ] ) 1 “z + W(Q) 1-l 
3 P(5P - 11 [ 9p-3 (31,1)-3p(;pl])] 1)11+ 9p-3 P(5P- 1) x,/ 
P-l 
_P(5P- 1) 
31 
holds if p 3 7, since the coefficient of x~c,~ is positive and x,/ > 4. 
If f >bt 3 h2 3 h3 > xd and xl/ < i, then we first prove that the sum of the weights 
in ill is 3 (7p - l)j(2p(5p - 1)). The sum of the sizes is > I - rd hence there is a 
path of size 3 $ or there are two paths both > f. It is easy to check that our claim & 
is true in both cases. Therefore, we obtain 
if p 3 7 since hl + 62 + h3 >2 ~ s(d, the coefficient of cxd is negative and x,/ < 4. (Nom 
that these are the only cases which are not true for p := 3.5.) 
m =4: The case hl 2 bl > $ > h3 3 hd >xd can be proved exactly like the case 
1~ = 2, ht 2 f > h? >Q and the case hl 3 + > h2 3 63 > hd >Q exactly like the case 
m=3, hi 3 :>hz > b3>rrl. 
If g > bl 5 /Q 3 h, 3 b4 >r(,t, then the proof is similar to the corresponding proof 
in the previous case. In this case, 
p;p~31jjb, + b? -t b3 + b4) 
I 
+ +w f 
0 
holds. This expression takes its minimum if b, + h? + h3 + b4 achieves its minimum. 
bl + hl + h3 + b4 >4a,, and 61 + b2 + b; + b4 >2 - x,/ therefore, the minimum. g, is 
taken when x,1 = $. Then it is easy to see that the above expression is > I. 
m = 5: The only possible case is $ > ht 3 3 bj > rd. Then the lower bound W(s) 
> 6x/(5p - 1) is used again (see Fig. 5). All the paths in the paired arms have length 
> Y,/ and the sum of the sizes in A, is > (1 - xd), therefore 
is obtained since X,J > f 
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Cuse 3: $ < l&j d 1. 
By the definition of the coarseness every path in the polyp must be larger than 
$. The sum of the sizes in a pair of arms must be > !, therefore there must be at 
least two paths in each pair. Similarly there must be at least one paths in Al. Thus 
xi=, W( I,) > p W( f ) = 1 is obtained completing the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 6. Let u polyp Pd ofcourseness C&j < 1 he filled with paths 11 3 12 > . 3 1, 
in the completed First-Fit algorithm. If c:=, W(Ii) = 1 - p (O<[Y < 1) then xd+, 3 
min(&j + $b, 1). 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3 so it is left 
to the reader. 0 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 4 is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 2 
so it is also left to the reader. 0 
By a slight modification in the weight function we can prove that R3 ~2 and 
RS < 1.858 which does not differ very much from the value of the formula in The- 
orem 4 for p=3 and p=5. 
Theorem 5. If‘ the arm size of the polyp is suitably large then there exists u list L 
for uny huge enough h4 such that OPT,(L) >, M und 
F&AL) 3 OPT,(L) 
Pfl ~ +p+l+p+l _ 
42P 6p 
pfl. 
2P 1 
For some values of p this gives the following lower bounds for the ratio (the upper 
bound is from Theorem 4). 
1.920<Rs( <2), 1.828 < R5( < 1.858), 
1.789 < R7( < 1.807) 1.736<R,5( < 1.750), 
The lower and upper bounds are quite close. 
1.69<R,( < 1.7). 
Proof. This proof is also very similar to the proof of Theorem 3 but it is worth making 
the differences clear. 
Let N be a positive integer divisible by 42p and let c be a suitably small rational 
number. The list of paths denoted by L consists of the following regions of paths in 
the order of appearance: 
(a) N(p - 1)/2 paths of size & - 3c, 
(a’) N paths of size $ - 2a, 
(b) N(p + 1)/2 paths of size $ + 8, 
(c) N(p + 1)/2 paths of size 3 + C, 
(d) N(p - I)/2 paths of size 1 + E. 
If these paths are packed with the First-Fit algorithm. then 42 paths from (a) and 
(a’) fits to a pair of arms and 21 to the left arm. So 
N(p- 1),2+N ,Np+ 1 
42(p- I);‘+21 42~ 
polyps are needed to pack (a) and (a’). Similarly, one can see that 
,N 1’ + 1 ~ y P + 1 
6~ l2y 
additional polyps are needed to pack paths from (b) and (c). Note that as in the even 
case the coarseness of the polyps are increasing. Finally the main diflerence comes 
from the fact that only (p - I )/2 paths of size I + I: fits to one polyp. So we need A 
more polyps to finish the packing. 
On the other hand, it is clear that these paths fit to N polyps and this is an optimal 
packing. n 
There is one more construction worth mentioning. This is an other lower bound 
which gives a somewhat better result for p = 3 than Theorem 5, but for larger number 
of arms Theorem 5 is better. 
+ p+’ +p+1_, ~_ __ 
7p ~ I 2P 1 
This gives I ,922 < Rj( < 2). 
Proof. Let N be a positive integer divisible by 24p and 71, - I. The list 1, of paths 
consists of the following regions of paths in the order of appearance: 
(a) N(p ~ I )/2 paths of size k ~ 3c 
(a’) N paths of size & - 21: 
(b) N( p + I )/2 paths of size $ + c 
(c) N(p + I)/2 paths of size $ + i: 
(d) N( p - I)/2 paths of size I + i: 
The proof otherwise is the same as above so it is left to the reader. C 
6. Conclusions 
We have seen that although it looks very hard to find an optimal packing, the 
very easily applicable First-Fit algorithm works quite well. So if we can model some 
practical problem by the Polyp Packing one might use the First-Fit algorithm. 
The edge disjoint p-polyp-packing may be considered as a variant of the Bin Packing 
problem. Now we have groups of bins each group containing p bins. It is possible to 
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break items into two piece and place the two parts into two different bins of the same 
group, but only one broken part is allowed in each bin. In [3] the reader may find 
some problems which are modeled by the Bin Packing problem. With this modification 
we may model some modified problems, for example, file allocation. It is desired to 
place files of varying sizes on as few disks as possible, where files may be broken 
into two parts and placed to different tracks of the same disk. 
There are some open problems left. First of all, our results are not sharp so they 
may be improved. 
There are algorithms for the Bin Packing problem which give packing closer to the 
optimal. Probably such an algorithm would give a better result here also. On the other 
hand, it is proved in [2] that for every positive E there exists an O(n)-time algorithm 
for Bin Packing that uses at most (1 + E) times more bins than the optimal packing. 
This may be true for Polyp Packing, too. 
Further investigation of this problem may include other graphs not just polyps. How- 
ever, there should be some restrictions in the vertex disjoint case. If we want to pack 
arbitrary paths into arbitrary graphs vertex disjointly then, with any algorithm, when 
we want to pack a particular path, it must be decided if this path fits into the graph or 
not. But this problem is NP-complete in general, since it contains the Hamiltonian path 
problem as a special case. One possible restriction is that the sizes of the paths have 
a constant upper bound. For example, if all paths are at most 100 long, this problem 
does not arise. 
However, this problem does not arise in the edge disjoint case, because there is 
a polynomial algorithm to decide if it is possible to pack a given path to a graph 
such that it may cross a vertex more than once but it may cover each edge at most 
once. This problem is equivalent to the Chinese Postman problem which is solved in 
polynomial time in [l]. 
Most of the known variants of the Bin Packing problem can be formulated as a 
special case of the general graph packing problem by choosing a suitable graph class 
for “bins” and another class for “items”. For example, if the “bins” and the “items” are 
graphs of rectangular grids we obtain the two-dimensional parallel rectangle packing. 
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